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SUSTAINABLE CHURCH MULTIPLICATION

“GO THEREFORE AND MAKE DISCIPLES….”

MAT 28:19

- SCM in Puebla & Texcoco, Mexico -

Special points of interest:

Focus for ministry in Mexico 
“ And let us consider how we may spur one another on
toward love and good deeds” (Heb. 10:24 NIV).
Time in Puebla during the end of this month has been with Scott and Shona
Henderson, who minister in a poor community north of Puebla. In collaboration with a local church the focus for disciple-making and
in-roads is “CHE” - Community Health & Evangelism. Outreach is not done in a vacuum, but is often preceded with
a heavy-heart’s burden for a region or area. “Disciples
making disciples for new churches” requires relational
TIME with others, interacting and listening to others, and
caring for them with Christ’s heaven-born love. Time in
Mexico has thus been to spur on our ACTION missionaries
as they seek God’s face in a very needy world and as they apply heart, soul,
mind for the harvest. The Henderson's are a prized and honorable family.



Praying for many new
churches.



Serving not as “experts”,
but as coaches.



Sticking to the basics of
what the Bible says.



Training others though the
use of drama.



Praying for MANY new
house churches.

The Lord’s ACTION
SCM Team:

Time in Texcoco has been with Carmen Salacsacan who focuses on outreach
and discipleship for women & children. Carmen is a missionary from Manila Persons with vision.
to Mexico and is a special person with a blessed heart of love for others.
Persons with drive!



What is the key for mentoring? One relational paradigm is simple:

Persons with hands to the plow.



Persons serving behind-the-scenes.











Praying with your disciples when you meet with them.
Listening to their reports and ask probing questions.
Making plans together for new (or existing) endeavors.

Assigning new training materials to study.
Reviewing studies already done.
Practicing new skills together with trainees.
Praying again as you end the training session.

Persons as trainers of trainers.





Persons as catalysts for new movements.



Persons who are humble servants.



http://www.scm-action.org/--history.html

